
among the Greeks an(l Romans was probably derived from this 
portion of the Scythian rilds; but snodern Europe has been 
acquainted vith them as sources of mineral wealth for a century 
an(l a half only. It was in the last year of the 17th century that 
Peter the Great formed the first mining establishments (Zavods) 
under the (lirection of his able envoy Demitloff, since which pe- 
riod a steady progress has been made in developing the resources 
of these mountains; and a large portion of the Siberian flank of 
the Ural may now be unhesitatingly considered one of the mvst 
civilized tracts of the empire, whether as regards the industry and 
intelligence of the natives or the state of arts an(l manufactures. 

English rea(lers may feel some interest in knowing to what 
extent this region and the mines of Siberia have proved produc- 
tive. In the year 183Z, the total gold produce of the Ural Moun- 
tains excee(led 304 poo(ls, the larger half of which proceeded 
from private mines. At that period this chain was by far the 
richest seat of gold ore in the Russian empire; for all the other 
and more distant mines of Siberia, together, contributed but 130 
poods; the total produce of the year 1837 being 444 poo(ls. In 
1t338, the Ural mines yielding nearly the same as in the previous 
year, the eastern Siberian mines contributed 2s26 poods, making 
a total of 52o. In subsequent years, however, the pro(luce of the 
Vral slightly diminishing (the gold alluvia having been to some 
extent exhausted), the other auriferous tracts of Siberia, including 
the distant Altai Mountains and their dependencies, have pro- 
(ligiously increased in value. In 1842, the total amount had 
already reached 1()00 poods (nearly double that of 1838); an(l 
in the last year, 1843, it has swelle(l to the enormous quantity of 
134'} poods ! the t,reat increase having been chiefly derived from 
the governments of Tomsk an(l Yeniseik. Now, taking the poo(l 
at 431bs. lOoz. 3dwts. troy,* and estimating the ounce of gold at 
31. 17s. 102d., and the fineness of the gold at the British stanuard, 
the sterling value of the last year's produce of Russian golel 
amounts to 2,751,96'21. Notwithstanding this vast increase, it is 
probable that, for many years, the )roduce may rather continue 
to augment than (liminish; for the flanks of several distant chains 
in the boundless regions of Siberia, in which conditions favour- 
able to the production of gold ore are known to exist, have as 
yet been very imperfectly e2Qplored. 

Let us, however, now refer to the Ural chain alone. In 1837 
it yielded, besides the gol(l, near 120 poods of platinum; and, 
though an equal or greater quantity might now be procured, the 
government has almost abandoned the extraction of this metal, 

* The equivalent of the pood in English weight is taken from the last and Ivest 
authority,- 'Travaux de la Commission pour fixer les Mesures et les Poids (le 
l'Empire de Russie :' rddiges par A. Ch. Kupffer. St. Pete.wsbourg. 1841. 
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owing to the cost of leduction, and the repugnance l)f the people 
to receive it as a coin of hith price. The platinuin of the Ural 
is now chiefly worked by the Demidof family. W>ith small 
exceptions, near Ekaterinburg and Miask, where gol(l veins have 
been explored in the rock, the gol(l and platinum of the Ural 
are foun(l in ancient alluvia, consisting of sand, gravel, and shingle 
EDnormous quantities of the purest magnetic iron ore are, however, 
estracted from the soliel rock in open quarries; and in some dis- 
tricts, notably in that extending from Nijny Tagilsk to Bogos- 
lofsk, copper veins ahound. With one exce?tion, all the gold 
mines are on the Asiatic or Siberian flank of the Ural and on 
the same side are nearly all the rocks of eruptive or igneous 
origin, and all the great veins. The great mineral wealth of the 
chain occurs between 54? and 60? of N. lat.; the southern es- 
tremityn which is very picturesque, being comparatively poor, 
whilst the extreme north or Arctic region, containing few goocl 
ores, is yet unreclaimed, and is intleed utlfitted for the esistence 
of a civilized race. 

Notwithstanding their great mTealth and importance, no detailed 
Russian map of the inhabited parts of this region has yet been 
published; still less have these mountains been tr;gonometrically 
surveyell. A very useful general map has, however, been pre- 
parel in Prussia, through the labours of her enlightened geogra- 
phers, led on by Baron Humlsoldt. It is appended to the work 
of his scientific colleague, M. Gustav Rose, who has so ably 
described the rocks and minerals of the chain. This map was 
the basis of the observations of myself an(l friends; and without 
the assistance we (lerived from it, we could not have attempted 
to unravel the true geological structure of these Inountains. 

Desiring to facilitate the inquiries of our expedition,* the Im- 
perial Minister of Finances Count Cancrine, had, through Ge- 
neral TcheSkine, (lirected the commanding oEcers at the dif- 
ferent Zavods to prepare for my use, copies of such mineralogical 
and geographical Inaps as had already been esecuted. The 
most useful among these consist of mineral surxreys of the mining 
country around Bogoslofsk, lat. 60?, by Captain Karpinsky; of 
the region near Ekaterinburg; and of the tracts near Zlataust 
and Miask, by Major Lissenko. These documents were of use 
to my friends and self in our attempt to construct a general 
geological map of the chain, an(l to bring the Inetamorphic masses, 
of which it is in great part composed, into accordance with the 
unaltered deposits of Russia in Europe. VVe also found that 
since the preparation of Humboltlt's lnap, new materials llad 
accumulated, and that several (letaile(l maps of districts had been 

* Mr. Murchison lva.s accompanied by M. E. de Verrleuil, Count A. von Keyserling, 
and Lieut. KoksbarofE. 
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published in the volumes of the School of l\{ines. In addition 
to these, Colonel Helmersen, one of the foremost in extending the 
geographical knowledge of the chain, has recently produceal a smalI 
general map l)f the whole mountain range between the Northern 
S;ea anal the Sea of Aral.* The most important new feature of 
this map consists in the representation of a flanking eastern range, 
extending from N. to S. through the steE)pes of the Kirghiz, 
parallel to the Ural. Such, with a new A/IS. map of the South 
tTral, hereafter to be mentioned, are the materials which have 
been consulte(l. 

IJpon a general scale, the Ural Mountains, as before said, may 
be eonsi(lered a narrow mural mass, tren(ling from N. to S., and 
separating Europe froln Asia. But this view calls for essential 
modifications. For example, though the northern portion is more 
or less constituted of a simple central ri}ge, it is fringed to some 
extent by low parallel evrlbranchments, which, expanding in the 
South Ural, there constitute separate mountains to the SV. of the 
chief crest; tllus between Verch Uralsk and Sterlitamak the chain 
has a width of upwards of 100 miles. The trlle watershed of this 
chain, or the Ural-tau, has an average height of from 'S000 to 2500 
feet above the sea. It may be said to lhe continuous throughout 
nearly 18 degrees of latitude, being nowhere traversed by (leep 
gorges or transverse streams worthy of the name of a river, 
though the affluents of the Tchussovaya, the lS/Iiass, and the Ai, 
present slight exceptions to this rule. 

A central depression in the watershed, not 1400 feet in 
height, has been rendered available in constructing the great 
road from Russia to Siberia, by Ekaterinburg; and if the ele- 
vations of the Ural were to be judge(l of by the traveller who 
had seen them in no other latitude, he could scarcely apply to 
them the name o? mountains. Tlley are, however, rentlered 
much more- imposing, both to the N. and S. of Ekaterinburg, by 
rugged rocky summits, chiefly on the E. si(le of the crest, which, 
in N. lat. 60?, near Bogoslofsk, rise from 3000 feet into the 
Kondshakofskoi-Kamen 5X20 feet aboxe the sea; whilst in the 
Taganai (near Zlataust) an(l the Iremel or Eremel of the South 
IJral the altitu(les are, respectivelyn 3600 and 5071 feet. These 
heights, and others marked upon the map, are chiefly (lerived 
from Colonel Helmersen and Baron Humbol(lt. 

tinlike tlle Northern,+ the Southern Ural is composed of many 
* See Colonel Helmersen's Memoir, ' L'OIlral et l'Altai,' Ann. des Mines de Russie, 

1838. Since this arld other communications were made, the authorhas published new 
barometrical and psychrometrical, as well as geological, observations on the chain. 
Reise nach dem Ural unal der Kilgisen Steppe. Petersburg. 1843. The latter work 
contains a good account of the hilly tract, an eastern parallel of the Ural, called 
Djabyk Kurazzi and K;ara Edir-tau. (See Map.) 

+ Tbe word northern is here used itl refererlce to the accompallying map. In a 
gelleral map of the whole meridiall chain, this tract, extendirlg from Bogoslofsk to the 
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separate longitudinal ridges, whzehy divergine fmm a common 
nuclens in a in-shape trend > the S and by E. and S.S.W. 
\Vith the e.xceptlon of the plateau of the Sakmarkay nearly all 
this regin is picturesque and highly (lisrers;fied. It embraces the 
mountains Yurma or Jurma, Taganaia and Iremel; the latters as 
Mready menti>?ned, attalning an altitude of near 5100 feet above the 
sea. The whole of the South Ural is included in the government 
of Olenburg, and is toa great exterlt apastoral Baschkircountry 

In additon to numerous detailed researches upon either 
flank (>f the cha}nn my own knowlede of its northern portion} 
lail eIcowrl upon the m?p was obtained lAy traverses in three pa- 
rallels: lst bv the depressiona or high-rad to Ekaterinburg; 
2nd hy recrossint, it from Bla>oxlat} a c@lebratel mount of mag- 
netic iron, and then deseending the rivers Serebrianka and Tchus- 
snsaya a Urd by re-tra?ersing Xom Ust K0iva by the mines of 
Chrest)vos?idsgensk near Bissersky e-}ver the ruggeld mountain 
of ma?:rletic iron callexl Katchkanar7 to tlle imperial mines of 
Turinsk anfl the town of Verkhcaturie in Siberia. 

This last-mentioned route! know:n b few tra0Tellers and un- 
describel by anJr man of scionces may be taken as a type of the 
primaer7a1 lines of communication across the dense irests and 
deep morasses of this mTild region wherl first colonized Without 
the cordial assistance of my frier}d the late Prince of Butera 
(married to the proprietress of the golcl-mines near Bissersk), no 
eff8orts of my co3npanions or myself coulel have enabled us to 
force our way through the bobs and thickets which encum- 
her the n@arly obliterated path which was once a practicable 
roadway. To the N. of this tradk there e:sists no summer route 
whatever across the ridge; that which was used in the early 
periods of the colonization of Siberias arld even some time after 
the reign of Peter the Greatd ha^7ing nearly relapsed into its state 
of original wilxlness.$ This ciroumstance is easily esplained. 
The government has bund it less costly and more convenient to 
centralize the pl'OdUCtS of the mines at Ekaterinburg (to which 
town the roads proceedillg from N and S. in lateral depres 
sionsf are good and easily repaired)} arld thence tc} transport the 
materials by the great central route to the Tchussovaya river by 
which ?Lnd its recilients the Kama and the Volga they are con- 
veye{l to the heart of Russia) rather than tv keep up a long line 
of land-carrage. 

On the eastern flank of the Um1 we esalnIned all the mining 
S. nf Ekateritlburg, would necessarily be called the sc Middle Ural t it} contradistine 
tion to the Arctic Ural and the Southern Ural-the A3rmer terminating in the glacial 
oceal-l the latter along the line of the Sea of itral or in tlle high grounals between it an>I 
the Caspiant (See P.S.) 

* M. de Xrerlleuil alld Count Keyserlitlg went as far to the N. as Solikamsk, in 
ti EJope of reaching Bogoslofsk by that old read) but were compdled to retllrn. 



tracts between Bogoslofsk and Ekaterinburg, including the great 
establishments of the Demidof family at Nijny Tagilsk, where 
22,000 well-ordere(l an(l comfortably-house(l inhabitants are ga- 
thered together under directors, whose skill and science have 
earned for them the eulogy of H umlJol(lt. * From Ekaterinburg, i 
M. de Verneuil and myself descended the Issetz river in canoes 
(as vve had done on the Serebrianka and Tchussovaya), to ac- 
quire a detaile(l acquaintance with the rocks on the Siberian 
flank of the chain; whilst Gount KeyserTing re-traverse(l it to 
follow, on its western side, the rivers Sylva, Ufa, and Ai. 
Regainino the ridge, and coasting it by the mines of Kyshtinsk 
and Soimanofski, I then ?assed over it obliquely to Zlataust, the 
great centre of the southern imperial mines. And here it was 
that we were witnesses to the very surprising progress in the ma- 
nufacture of steel which the Russians have made in the last few 
years, under the direction of that skilful Inetallurgist and excellent 
administrator, General AnosoS, whose damasked scimitars, as 
well as every description of ornamental steel, vie with, if they (lo 
not excel, any similar products of our own country. 

From Zlataust, recrossing the Ural-tau to Miask (the centre of 
the gol(l-mines on this parallel), I then stretched eastward, accom- 
panied by Lieut. Koksharof, into the low Siberian steppes, as far 
as the town of Troitsk, a mart of merchandize on the edge of the 
wilderness of the Khirghis, and at which tne products of Bokhara 
are exchanged for Russian goods. Thence, regaining the eastern 
foot of the Ural, by crossing a low elevation of granite ̂ rith 
metamorphic rocks (since marked upon the maps of Humboldt 
an(l Helmersen as a parallel ridge DjabykKarayai), I travelled 
southwards, along the river Ural, to Orsk; from whence, passing 

r In addition to hospitals alld schools, in which ezren the sciences are taught 
M. Anatole Demidoff has caused a trigonometrical survey of the extensive property 
of his family to be made by French engineers, who were stlrveying during the period 
of my ViSit. 

t Besides its minir,g works, conalucted by the imperial government and by the rich 
individual M. Jacoflef, Ekaterixxburg is notel3, in common with other places in Siberia 

such as Kolyvan-for the polishing of precious stones by water-power, including 
the porphyries, agates, jaspers, and malachites, of the adjacerlt mountains. 

t I would here refer the reader to a ery elaborate criticism of Captain James 
Abbott (who travelled from India, by Khivah, to Russia) on the damasked swords 
of the East, and on those of Zlat-9ust in particular in which he uses expressions 
which I am deliahted to repeat:-" The gelleral fauit of European blades is, that 
being forged of sheer-steel for the salQe of elasticity, they are scarcely susceptible of 
the keen edge which cast-steel will assume. The genius of AnGsoff has triumphed 
over this objection, IlOt in hardening the soft steel, but in giving elasticity to the hard; 
and it may be doubted awhether an.yfabric in the world cancompete with that of Zlatawst 
in the production of weapons combisling, in an equal degree, edge and elasticity."-Narra- 
tive of a Journey from Heraut to Khivah, Moscow, and Petersburg, vol. ii., Appelldix, 
p. lxxxvii. An elaborately wrought and beautiful p]ateau, preseIlted to me by the Im- 
perial Admixlistration of Mines, as well as a sword and dagger given to me by my kizld 
biend (xeneral Anosoff, and all made utlder his direction at Zlataust, have excited the 
admiration of my scientific countrymen. 
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tlle southeln en(l of the chain where it sul)sides into the lower 
Guberlinski hills, I reacheel Orenburg. I was there joined by my 
companions, who ha(l traversed the tracts around Krasnoe-Ufinsk 
and Ufa. 

Hasing male an excursion in the southern steppes to the famous 
mines of rock-salt at Illetzkaya Zastchita, we again re-entered tlle 
South Ural to visit General Perowski, then governor-general of 
Orenhurg, at his kAfGUfan or summer retreatn situated amid 
groves of ilex On that occasion he presented to me an oritinal 
map, retluced from elaborate field-surveys executed under his 
orders by the Russian staS-offilcers. The sight of this beautiful 
nsap, which I have since given to the Geoglaphical Society, made 
such an impression upon me, that I at once resolved, nots?ith- 
standing the short time at my disill)sal, to cross and recross the 
South Ural of the Russians by the only praeticable routes. Whilst 
M. de Verneuil and myself, kindly protected by the distinguisl:led 
general, and escorteel b)7 Baschkirs, were threading these pic- 
turesque mountains, our colleague, Count Keyserlitlg, visiting 
Afount Bogdo, made himself acquaintecl with the steppe of the 
Kirghis, which lies between the Ural an(l the Volga. The rnute 
of myself and friend was by Preobrajensk, over the sharp ridge 
called the Irendyli (the southern prolongation of the Ural crest) 
to Verch Uralsk; from whence we finally turned W., and passecl 
oxTer the whole oI the ridges and depressions of the chain, which 
are so expanded between that town and Sterlitamak on the 
Bielaya (see map). 

In respect to this last-mentioned country, the map now pub 
lished, which Afr. Arroszrsmith has rendered a faithful reduction 
of that of General Perowski, and other Russian documents will, 
I trust, be found a manifest improvement on the pub]ishe(l elocu- 
ments wllich have prece(led it.* The original can always be 
consulte(l in our library. The tracts which are laid down upon 
it (inhabited fcor the most part by Baschkirs, in their Asiatic cos- 
tume) are more attractive than any part of the Russian empire 
which I have visited, ancl infinitely superior to the regions either 
around Ekaterinburg or to the north of that city. The forms of 
w-egetation of the north and south are commingled, and the noble 
Pinus cembra -the type of the whole chain-which in the North 
Ural is accompanieal by firs and birch only, is here surroullded 
lJy numerous forest-trees, an(l plants of warmer latitutles. The 
land, in many broad valleys or straths, is of the richest quality; 
and whether in the (lepressions of the Bialaya or its tributaries, or 
to the S. of lAliask, near the sources of the Ural, I met with lands 

* A Russian map of this territory and the adJacent lands, the country named by 
hI. Khanikoff iI} his memoir 'the Westertl Advanced Range, is in preparation by 
that author, to whose kindness I am mueb il)debted for various corrections of the 
may) now publishe(l, which is, perhaps, most defective in the S. Western part of the 
government of Orenburg. 
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of deep black mould (t;chornozem) yielding the most splendid 
natural cropsy and rank with various grasses. 

A very brief outline of the geological observations made in these 
travels has lveen laid before the Geological Societyn and more com- 
plete materials will be sllortly presented to the public in a separate 
work upon the whole structure of Russia, in which an attempt will 
be made to explain the causes of the peculiar mineral con(lition vf 
the Ural, accompanied by the first general gevk)gical map af the 
chain which has been prepared. Asn therefore, geographical 
readers who seek for such information know where to find it, I 
dismiss this suhject by simply saJing, that in approaching the 
Ural from any point upon its western flank, the traveller proceeds 
from an undulating low region of red ground (included between 
the river Volga and edge of the ms?untains), rhich is entirely 
composed of the youngest rocks of the palaeozoic ara-rocks 
feebly representel in England by the magnesian limestone and its 
associated red sandstcune. OccuI3ying a region more than twice as 
large as the kingdom of France,, and extending from the Northern 
Sea to the Southern Steppes, cover 18? of latitude, this red de- 
posit of sand anxl marl, with limestone, gypsum, and sulphur, con- 
tains also, at intervals, a prodigious amount of copper, which does 
not occur in veins, as is usual, but is distrib-uted in grains through 
the strata. It is to this vast cupriferous deposit I have applied the 
name of ;; Permian system ;" seeing that in the ancient kingdom 
of Permia it exhibits a much finer development than the natural 
group of the same at,e in Western Europe, which has never yet 
had a sollective name. 

Rising bom heneath this cover of Permian deposits, the Ellro- 
pean flanks of the Ural are composed, in descending orde}, of 
carboniferous, old red or Devonian, and Silurian rocks, all occa- 
sionally replete with fossils. Though many iron-mines (brown 
iron ore) cxistn otle glll-nine only is known on the western flank 
of the chain, and this, near Bissersk (where a few diaxnonds have 
also been found), is in the neighb{urhood of an isolMed mass of 
eruptive rocks. The crest of the chain? or watersheds is essentially 
composed of chloritic and qu;wrtzose rocks, altered palaeezoic form- 
ations, which are ilnmed;ately succeeded on the E. by numer- 
ous outbursts of rocks of igneous origin5 amidst which, and in 
the metamorphic strata, vvhich are in contact with them, occur all 
the most valuable mines of golds platinum, copper, and rnagnetic 
irors3 before alluded to. It is thus seen, that the productise mine- 
ral veins in these regions occur as eonstants, wherever the pre- 
existing strata 11ave been much penetrated by igneous eruptions. 
On the Asiatic sidt of the chain there is no longer a trace of the 
horizontal red Pelmian deposits so rii on the westela flank. Low 
hills of younger granite anal vther erupti^7e rocks, with palaeozoic 
and metamorphic depositsX are there alotle coerecl towards their 
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eastern etlges, by tertiary accumulations ancl local detritus, in 
which the bones of extinct mamlnals (mammoth and rhinoceros) 
are mixed up with the golci san(l and shingle of the mines. 

But whatever success mi^,ht atten(l the general geological sur- 
vey, I felt convincetl that litlle justice could be (lone by mrself to 
the beautiful ma) of Genel al Perowski. I therefore revailel upc)n 
M. J. Khanikoff, a zealous georrapher attached to the staS of 
the General, anfl wh0 had studied the Soutll Ural at his leisuren 
to furnish me with a (lescription of it. His memoir woul(l have 
been sooner communicated to the Society hal it not been written 
n the Russian language. To ren(ler into English the precise 
meaning of many expressive Russian words has been rl() easy task 
for the accomplishe(l translator*; antl even no^r it is cloubtflll to 
wllat extent he may have succee(led. The subjoine(l exlanation 
of our etlitor will, however, develop the meatlillg of the auth(lr. 
In alluding tothis memoir, I am, howeve}, bound to states that 
it not only specially illustrates the map of General Perowski and 
the South Ural of the Russians, but is an elaberate (lescription 
of the physical features of a vast surrounding region, the improved 
Russian maps of which (extending even to the Aral antl the Cas- 
pian) must be consulted, in order to make it fu11)7 intelligible. 

In conclusion, I have only to espress my hoe that, howes7er 
my own eff8orts may be receisted, geographers will look upon the 
accc)mpanying map and the followint, memoir as evidences of tlle 
genercous an(l nolJle conduct of his Imperial Majesty, svho {lirected 
his representatis7es to furnish the :English traveller with every 
document that could facilitate scientific research; thus proving 
that it is a principle of his government vit,orously an(;l munifi- 
cently to encourage the advance of natural knowledge. 

P.S.-In reference to some concl uding observations in the 
memoir of M. .J. KhanikoS, I vvoul(l observe that his brother, 
M. N. KhanikoS, who has explore{l the regions between the Aral 
and Bokhara recently communicated to me, at St. Petersturgh, 
some precise knowledge respecting the lvw luountains which, 
ranging from WIount Airuk towartls the Aral, constitute one 
(perhaps the chief) of the southern prolont,ations of the Ural 
chain. From Catain RomanoS, who surveyed the northern 
e(lges of the Alal, I have also learnt that its shores there consist 
(f marlstone clifEs, which subsi(le eastwarcls into the low sandy 
deserts of the Sir, or Jaxartes. The same officer assure{l me that 
the large islanel in the northern part of the Aral Sea, which has 

SQ long foun(l a place up(n our maps, has no existence, its inser- 
tion having proleably been caused by the fit,urative lallgua^,e of 
the Kirghis inhabitants, whe speali of it as " an isle froln whence 

* Count Krasinsl;i. 
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no traveller returns." I have further learned, from Colonel 
Helmersetl, that M. Basinel discovere(l a mountainous ri(lge of 
greenstone, trending from N. to S., called Shik-Djeli, at the 
southern end of the Aral Sea, and on the right bank of the Osus, 
N. of Shivah. These data, with a general correction of the out- 
lirles of the Caspian and Aral Seas, will shortly appear in the 
geological map of Russia.- (October, 1844.) 

_ 

VI.-Orographicat Surve2y of the Country of Orenburg: from 
the Russian 1MSS. of M. J. Khanskoff. (Communicated by 
the President.) 

[MR. MURCHISON has e:plained towards the close of the preceding paper what gave occasion to the composition of M. Khanikofs me- moir, and how it came to assume its present form. The disadvantages under which it will be seen from Mr. Murchison's statement, the memoir appears will have prepared the reader to encounter a few passages in which the author's meaning may not appear so distinctly as could be 
wished. Some difficulties, which otherwise might arise from his pecu}iar 
technical phraseology, may beW obviated by a few remarks upon that 
phraseoloby, and on his method of arrangement. 

M. Khanikoff, like Mr. Murchison, applies the name Ural to the 
whole of the elevation, or bulging of the earth's surfaceS which extends in its longitudinal direction from the Icy Sea to Lake Aral. The 
portion of this mountaill mass described in M. Khanikofs Memoir, 
under the designation ' Country ,of Orenburg,' is that which extends 
from a line drawn E. and W. from the sources of the Miass southward to 
the Aral. 

This portion M. Khanikoff views as composed of a central-mountain 
region and three adlranced ranges; and upon this conceptioIl his first 
great division of the suljject rests. He pas?es in review separately: the 
central-mountain system; each of the three advanced ranges; and, in 
order to render his description more complete, the depressed plains or 
valleys which adjoin their bases. 

The deseription of the central-roountain system is further subdivided. 
M. anikoff fiXlding that the predominating form in the northeril 
regioll is the Alpine, or combination of ridges; in the southern the 
plateau; describes each apart. 

Ill his description of the Alpine or northern region he first follows the 
summit level or watershed of the region from its llorthern boundary to 
where it widens out into the plateau-formation; second; describes the 
western; and, third, the eastern declivity of the range. The method of 
description pursued under each of these three heads is nearly the same. 
M. Khanikoff designates the eminences which rise above the average 
level of the Ural mass " ridges," when their length is markedly greater 
thanXtheir breadth; " mountains " or " peaks " when the?e two dimen- 
sions are nearly equal. The highgr elevations of each " ridge " he also 
calls "peaks." The "mountains" or "peaks" he distinguishes into 
fite classes, according to their size and predominating forms. To 
these he adds a sixthX the syrt-a terril used by M. Khanikoff in a 
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rather vague and fluctuating sense; appearing sometimes to indicate a 
" moulltain," Fometimes a peculiar form of " ridge." Under each sub- 
division M. Khallikoff enumerates, and briefly describes esrery " ridge " 
and "peak" that occurs in it; and then the valleys or river-courses 
which divide or intersect them. In his description of the western de- 
clivity he has for greater convelwience introduced a further subdivision 
into four districts designated from their relative )osition to each other as 
" eastern," ss western," &c. 

The southern, or plateau division, of the central-mountain system is 
described under sis subdisisions: first, the surface of the summit level 
of the plateau; second, the northern declivity or terrace-slope of the 
plateau; third, the N.E. terrace; fourth, the S.E. terrace; fifth, the 
S. terrace; sisth, the W. terrace. Owing to tlle greater variety of 
local forms which occur on the western terrace, M. Khallikof has 
found it convenient (as in his description of the western declivity of the 
Alpine region, to adopt an additional arbitrary subdivision into ;' cen- 
tral," " south-eastern," and " extreme western" parts. The method of 
description pursued in each of these divisions and subdivisions, is the 
same adopted in describing the Alpine region. 

The remaining principal divisions of M. KllanikofFs Memoir are:- 
The western advanced range; the western depressed valley; the north- 
western advanced range; the south-eastern advanced range; the north- 
eastern depressed valley; and the southern depressed valley. The 
method of description adopted in each of these divisions is determined 
by the preponderance of the Alpine or of the plateau formation, as the 
case may be, in each; alld is identical with that pursued in the two 
principal subdivisi(ns of the central-mountain system. 

The central-mountain system of M. Khanikoff is the Ural N. of the 
part of the course of the river of that name in which it flowvs from E. to 
W.: his w estern ads anced ranOe is what is commonly called the 
Obtchei Syrt; his western depressed alley is the valley of the Bielaya; 
his north-western advanced ran,,e is a group of " ridges" or " I)eaks,'' to 
the N.oftheBielaya; his south-eastern advanced rangeis themountain 
mass between the river Ural and the Aral; his north-eastern depressed 
valley embraces the upper valleys of the Tobol, Ai, and Miass; and his 
southern depressed valley embraces the low lands between the Obtchei 
Sttrt and the Caspian. 

M. Khanikoff's mode of conceiving the structure of the mountain 
mass he describes differs widely from that which prevails among English 
geographers. We are far from affirming that M. KhanikoS's offers 
sufficient advantages to render its general adoption desirable; but it 
was deemed unadvisable to hazard any addition to the obscurities which 
may have arisen from the difficulty of adequately expressing the exact 
import of Russian terms and phrases in English by translating (if so 
bold an expression may be allowed) his mode of conceiving geographical 
forms and relations and his technical language into those which prevail 
in England. 

Having, in preparing his Memoir for the press, compared minutely 
that part of it which relates to the central-mountain system with Mr. 
Murchison's map, we are satisfied of its general accuracy. For the 
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ABA1 rivex, 2S4-25S, 268. 
Xbi-shirin, or Khair abafl. river, 8.S. 
Abi-Talh, or Allar river, 94, 96. 
At)i-Zerd, river, 97-99. 
Alulalh, 1()5. 
Aboh, 4, 5, 10. 
At)-shl]r, or Sbeker-ab, river, 79-81. 
Abu Roash 117. 
Abyssinia, i 95, 1 96. 

, cowlntries S. of, 254- tribes 
of, 254, 257, 261; Christian princesn 
259, note. 

Adelaide, 161-169* 
Adele Islalld, 189. 
Aden, 19S, 196. 
Af<gilarsse 123. 
Afillo, 265. 
Africa, 1, 195, 196, 266. 
Agliculttlre, obs., 25, note, 58, 819) 88 96, 

99, 121, 201, 233, 239. 
Ai, river, 282. 
A iguille du Glacier, 138. 

Peteret, 138. 
- - de la A7atlcise, 139. 
Aikilr, 130 
Aikulve, summit of, 53, 56. 
Airllk, mount, 277. 
Akaroa, 185. 
Alamo, 203 
Albuquerque, 217. 
Alexander's Peak, 283. 

-siege of a city of the IJxii, on 
his march to Persepolis, lO8-1 12. 

Aliu Amba. 257. 
Allalein va]ley of Saas, 145. 
Allee Bianche, the, 137, 13S, 143. 
All)s of Savoy, &c., 133, 143-148. 
Amazorl, river, 18. 
Amel ica, see Guinea, Guyana, Texas 

Azellezuela, &c. 
Amb.isn or Dameh, islan(l 14, 16. 
Aml)()ises, hay of, 14; its is]ands, 14, 16. 

Amm-al-bawwab, lake, 101. 
Amulu, 256. 
Andanlako, 5, 6. 
Arlgostura, 327. 
Allgosturas, or Narrowsn 210, 212. 
Arjkobe-, 182, 257. 
Animals, various, 25, 34, 46, 49, 51, 5fi 

bli65, 68, 77, 79, 116, 11f, 161, 208, 

Arlniviel s, 5 a1 d', 144, 145. 
Aljtelopes, 77. 
Antholl Chico, 216. 
Atlts, and itlsects, 58, 62. 
Ansious Bay, 343. 
Anzasca and Saas, ralleys, 144. 
Apaclle Indians, 219. 
A)sley, river, 2170 
Apure, its capital Achaguas, 327. 
Aqua, kirlg, toxvn of, 1. 
Arab-Gt mish, tlibe, 105. 
'Arabistcin, 103. 
Arabs, 8S, 91, 123, *264. 
Aral Sea? 277, 278. 
Ararlsas, bay, 230. 
Arawaak Icllalls, 27. 
Ardekarl, mourltains, 81. 
Arden, mount, 162, 164, 169, 173. 
Arenales, district, 220. 
Argavan, ruills, 98. 
Ari(l, cape, 180. 
Armenia, 148. 
Arrejall, ruins, 86. 
Arroyo Atuley, prairie, 213, 214. 
- de Abajo, 21z1 
* - de hIorlte Revuelto, 2]5. 
- - (le Tuneclrrie, 215. 
Arthur, moullt, 345. 
-- , lake,3L19. 
Aruatiltiku, or tiger-hill, rock, geo]ogical 

obs., 49. 
Arve, river, 137. 
Arzrum, 152. 
Ascension Islalsd, 17. 
Asha-gher(liak mountains, 294. 
Asia, Cetltral, 274, 7Z0te, 2;6 
--Minor, ]48, 152. 
Asmali, hills, 96- the Kuhi-Asmirl, 105. 
Astl ollomyn &c., obs., 22, 64. 
Ataraipu, summit, 71. 
Atlantic sea-breeze, 17. 
Atoria In(lians, 69. 
Ausk-kul lake, 299. 
Austin, city, 205-207. 
Australia, South, by E. J. Evre, 161-183 

197. 
, Western, 162, 180, 189. 

Aushaliall Bight, Great, 174,176* 
Au-uru-})aru, mountain, 43; tribes of ttl- 

dians 1lear it, 44. 
Awarra, 74. 
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